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Induction of ferroelectricity in the B2 phase of a liquid crystal composed
of achiral bent-core molecules
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We report the observation of a transition from the antiferroelectricB2 phase to a ferroelectric phase in a
liquid crystal composed of achiral bent-core~banana-shaped! molecules. The transition is induced by an
electric field of magnitude larger than the switching threshold and is not reversible, i.e., the originalB2 phase
does not reappear upon field removal. The transformation is accompanied by a dramatic texture change,
resulting in an almost optically isotropic structure in the absence of field. The ferroelectric character assigned
to the structure is based on the electro-optic behavior of the material and on previously reported dielectric
measurements. A short-pitch smectic-C* -type structure is proposed for the ferroelectric phase.
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Liquid crystals composed of bent-core~banana-shaped!
molecules have become an important subfield in the inve
gation of mesogenic compounds@1–3#. These materials give
rise to phases that have specific peculiarities, rather diffe
from the liquid crystal compounds formed by normal rodli
molecules. In particular, chiral and polar phases can
achieved with achiral molecules of this kind, and some
these phases present ferro- or antiferroelectric switching
interesting question in this respect is the fact that to date
overwhelming majority of banana-shaped mesogens dis
antiferrolectricity, while there are very few cases showi
ferroelectric ordering@4–7#. Here we present an example
a ferroelectric material composed of achiral molecules.
contrast to the materials reported up to now, the compo
has an interesting peculiarity. As we will see, the ferroel
tricity is not a completely intrinsic property in the invest
gated material, but is achieved via electric field inducti
through a phenomenon called ‘‘learning of ferrolectricit
@8# recently discovered in some calamitic antiferroelect
compounds.

The chemical structure of the studied material appear
Fig. 1. It is an asymmetric bent-core molecule whose syn
sis has already been published together with a prelimin
characterization of the different phases of the material@9#.
Our differential scanning calorimetry and x-ray data confi
essentially the phase sequence reported before. The ide
cation of the mesophase asB2 is based on texture observa
tions on the polarizing microscope~Fig. 2! and x-ray diffrac-
tion patterns, which present sharp inner reflections~up to
third order! and an outer broad reflection. The layer spac
obtained from these data isd54.25 nm, which means a til
angle close tou545° for a theoretical molecular length o
6.3 nm deduced for an all-trans molecular conformation.

Upon application of a strong electric field~.10 V/mm!
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and its subsequent removal, theB2 texture undergoes a larg
modification: the material becomes dark gray betwe
crossed polarizers, indicating a transition to an almost o
cally isotropic state. A similar transformation has been o
served in anotherB2 compound by Bedelet al. @10#. The
textural change is even more dramatic if the material is s
jected to the electric field during the cooling process fro
the isotropic phase. In this case, when the field is suppre
the texture is almost perfectly black between crossed po
izers. In addition, if the analyzer is rotated a few degre
from the crossed position, two domains without birefri
gence but with opposite optical rotation are clearly detec
~Fig. 3!. This texture resembles~except for the color! the
typical one of theB4 phase@11# or the smectic-1~Sm1!
phase described in Ref.@12#. The material is quite transpar
ent and, within each gyrotropic domain, the texture is rat
uniform. If the field is applied after having reached theB2
phase the presence of the gyrotropic domains is hardly
denced, which suggests that the macroscopic chiral segr
tion induced by the electric field is efficient only when th
smectic layers are being formed, i.e., at the isotropic-po
phase transition. In any case, the dark texture is stable a
the field treatment~at least for several days! and the original
one~Fig. 2! can be recovered only by heating the material
to the isotropic phase and cooling down again.

Now we will try to interpret these observations. First
all, the existence of gyrotropy together with the almost is
ropy of the material strongly points toward the presence
helicoidal arrangements in the structure. We show next t
given the usual tilts and molecular bend angles in these
terials, the birefringence can average out almost to zero
the hypothesis of a short-pitch structural helix.

We consider the bent-core molecule as formed by t
optically uniaxial parts making an angleb, the angle
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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FIG. 1. Chemical structure and phase sequence of the studied material.X represents a solid phase.
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between the two wings of the molecule. The optical diel
tric tensor of one molecule can then be calculated by a
aging the contribution of both uniaxial parts. In this way
biaxial tensor is obtained. In addition, the molecular plane
supposed to be defined by a tilt angleu with respect to the
smectic layer normal and an azimuthal anglef. If the pitch
is shorter than the optical wavelength, the macroscopic
electric tensor can be obtained by averaging the microsc
tensor of one layer for all azimuthal angles. Under the
conditions the resulting material is uniaxial with a birefri
gence perpendicular to the helix axis given by

Dn5
ne

22no
2

4n̄ S 3 cos2 u sin2
b

2
21D ,

wheren̄ is the mean refractive index of the material andne
andno the extraordinary and ordinary indices of the uniax
wings of the molecule. Forb5120°, u545°, ne51.63, and
no51.50, the material is almost isotropic, the birefringen
being of the order of 1023. It is the low value ofDn in this
structure that allows the optical activity to be observed~Fig.
3!.

The electro-optical behavior of this texture is not typic
of banana-shaped mesogens. Two regimes can be d

FIG. 2. ~Color! Texture observed after cooling the mater
down to theB2 phase in the absence of field. The width of t
photograph corresponds to 125mm.
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guished depending on the magnitude of the electric field.
fields about 1 V/mm, the birefringence increases and the tw
chirality domains are no longer visible. The texture becom
much clearer, with a gray color, and focal conic domains
evident. On the other hand, fingerprint patterns with clos
spaced stripes and Maltese crosses can be observed i
different fan-shaped domains. Under a low-frequency tri
gular field these crosses rotate continuously, following
field. The rotation direction is opposite in domains of opp
site chiralities. The rotation angle increases with the elec
field intensity although it is clearly not a linear dependen
Figure 4 shows the two different orientations of a Malte
cross for both polarities of a field of 2 V/mm. This electro-
optical behavior can be explained in terms of a deform
helix ferroelectric~DHF! regime@13#, typical of short-pitch
SmC* -phases. Normally in this regime the birefringence
not field dependent and the optic axis rotates linearly w
the field. However, in the present compound the uniaxia
is hardly defined for null field. This fact results in a mo
complicated field dependence of the rotation angle and b
fringence.

FIG. 3. ~Color! Texture observed for null field after cooling th
sample from the isotropic phase in a low-frequency square-w
field of 615 V/mm. The polarizers are slightly uncrossed~;5°!.
The two kinds of domain interchange their colors for an oppos
rotation of the polarizers from the crossed position. For cros
polarizers the texture is almost perfectly black. The width of t
photograph corresponds to 125mm.
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For electric fields above 10 V/mm a colored fan-shape
texture similar to that of a SmA phase is observed. Most o
the fringes have disappeared, as can be seen in Fig. 5. W
inverting the sign of the field the extinction brushes rem
essentially unchanged, which is consistent with a tilt an
close to 45°.

The continuous rotation depicted in Fig. 4 strongly su
gests the existence of a ferroelectric structure where the e
tric field couples linearly to the spontaneous polarization
this way, the DHF regime is evidenced through the rotat
of the helix axis. No rotation is possible in an antiferroele
tric arrangement where the field couples quadratically to
dielectric anisotropy. In an antiferroelectric phase, the fie
induced deformation does not rotate the helix axis since
molecules tend to align indistinctly in the1E and2E direc-
tions, in agreement with conoscopic observations@14#. In
other words, the observed rotation is symmetry forbidden
a helical antiferroelectric structure. Ferroelectricity is a

FIG. 4. ~Color! Textures of the ferroelectric phase under a lo
frequency field of magnitude62 V/mm for both polarities of the
field. The rotation of the extinction brushes is visible. The width
the photograph corresponds approximately to 25mm.
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induced once the material is in theB2 phase, as conclude
from the texture change observed after the field treatm
However, no clear optical rotation can be observed in t
case because both chiralities are mixed. In agreement
these conclusions, it has been recently reported that a h
increase of the dielectric constant takes place in theB2 phase
of this material when a strong bias field is applied and s
sequently removed~the dielectric loss in the kilohertz rang
increases from 5 to about 50! @15#. It has also been observe
that both components of the dielectric constant are quenc
when a bias electric field is further applied to the resulti
phase. This behavior resembles the expected one for a G
stone mode, characteristic of a ferroelectric state.

The change of character from antiferro- to ferroelectric
a phenomenon that has been recently observed by Gor
et al. @8# in binary mixtures of calamitic liquid crystals
showing antiferroelectric and ferroelectric phases. Accord
to these authors, the material is brought into a ferroelec
state after treating the sample with an electric field
strength above the switching threshold. Furthermore, a
our case, the transition is also accompanied by a clear
crease of the low-frequency dielectric constant and is
reversible, i.e., the original antiferroelectric phase cannot
restored. The process is called ‘‘learning of ferroelectricit
@8#.

In summary, a short-pitch helical ferroelectric structu
was evidenced in a liquid crystal composed of achiral be
core molecules. The ferroelectric state is achieved throug
irreversible process driven by an electric field. On cooli
from the isotropic phase under the influence of a strong b
field, the material can be considered to be intrinsically fer
electric since the antiferroelectric phase is not display
Large chiral regions are segregated below the clearing p
as evidenced when the field is removed and the texture
Fig. 3 is obtained. This field-induced chiral segregation h
permitted us to identify the dark texture as ferroelect
through field-induced DHF rotations. On the other han
there is no macroscopic chiral segregation when

f

FIG. 5. ~Color! Texture of the mesophase under an electric fi
of 10 V/mm. The width of the photograph corresponds to 125mm.
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compound is in theB2 phase. As a final conclusion we ca
state that the present experimental results are compa
with a SmC* -type structure for the ferroelectric phase of t
material, which, in terms of the nomenclature proposed
@2#, would be SmCSPF .
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